NO. MSBTE/D-60/Requirement of odd Sem. LM-2020/1462	DATE: 28 FEB 2020

Web Circular:-

To,
The Principal,
All MSBTEs Affiliated Institutes.

(AICTE Approved)

Sub:- Requirement of Lab Manuals for Odd Semester (1st, 3rd, 5th) & I, II year
Pharmacy of academic year 2020-21.

All Institutes are hereby informed to submit online requirement of Lab manuals for odd semester (1st, 3rd, 5th) including all those institutes who are going to start 1st year D. Pharmacy course in academic year 2020-21.

MSBTE has developed learning manual for Subject Basic Science (Subject Code- 22102(T) & Basic Mathematics (Subject Code- 22103) for student studying in the first semester for a “Micro project and industrial training assessment manual (subject code -22057)” for students studying under I scheme. It is mandatory to all institutes (excluding Pharmacy institutes) to raise the requirement for learning manual of Subject Basic Science (i.e. subject code- 22102(T)) & Basic Mathematics (Subject Code- 22103) considering all students count enrolled in 1st sem. of academic year 2020-21 as well as for “Micro project and industrial training assessment manual”- (subject code -22057).

Lab Manuals quantity shall be submitted through Institute login only. The last for the same is till 11/03/2020. If Institutes fails to submit the online requirement, Lab Manuals will not be issued to the Institute.

(V. R. Jadhav)
Secretary
M. S. Board of Technical Education
Mumbai.

Copy To:-

1. Hon. Director, M. S. Board of Technical Education, for information.
2. Deputy Secretary RBTE’s Mumbai, Pune, Aurangabad, Nagpur are informed to instruct institute to fill up online requirement of lab manuals for odd semester 2020-21.